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Why?





INTRODUCING THE PROBLEM
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The Problem

Strategy 

Translating the ethical 
framework of academic 
research into a workable 
format for Maastricht style 
artistic research.
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Mission

The AOK aspires to be an 
ethically sensitive, 
societally aware and 
engaging artistic research 
institute.
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Research Question

How do we understand and promote research integrity of artistic 

research within the lectoraat AOK and Zuyd Hogeschool?
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after problem analysis, this RQ that encompasses the main issuetwofold issue



I. Research Approach 

How do we understand and promote research integrity of artistic 

research within the lectoraat AOK and Zuyd Hogeschool?
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·       first group: what integrity means, in theoryo   how they see ethics within their practice, how they interpret the pillars set and what is that makes artistic research valuable/ of good quality for themlooking at their expert knowledge through a thematic analysis of documents and interviewscoding to find out how the pillars fit/ should be adapted



II. Research Approach

How do we understand and promote research integrity of artistic 

research within the lectoraat AOK and Zuyd Hogeschool?
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·       second group: practical promotion and implementation of this newly defined ethicalityo   necessary because simply defining new pillars would not cause change in the behavior of researchers, ensure that they also think about and discuss these pillars, needing toolso   goal is behavioral and cultural change: making them think about ethics à psychologyo   case-studies and literature reviewo   possible strategies and their evaluation to come up with the best implementation of the new pillars



RECOMMENDATIONS
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This lead to us to our recommendationsas i mentioned, two parts: theory + implementationtheory makes the content of the practical toolsfirst, i will start with the theory



Part I: The Adapted Pillars

Connectedness Trans parency Opennes s  Hones ty 

Honesty Scrupulousness Transparency Independence Responsibility
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o   first: taking original 5 pillars of the VSNU and seeing why they do not fit Maastricht -style artistic researcho   conducting interviews and looking at documents of the researchers themselves because they are the experts à systematic, thematic analysis on an inductive basis (so anything could emerge) but to stay within some guidelines, taking the 5 pillars as broad concepts to see how the researchers understand themthese are the pillars that we came up with



Honesty

Honesty means, among other things, being sincere in representing the

situation in which the artistic practice is embedded. The artistic researcher is

aware and communicative about their position within this situation and

how this position affects their process and results. Fictions, when they elicit

something in reality, could be an instrument in portraying and arriving at

results.

Presentator
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·       honesty: honest in communicating the situatedness of their work, closely linked to the specific situation because the research is so embeddedo   fictions can be acceptable if they have a certain use in the researcho   aim is not just to tell the truth but to maintain connectionso   nature of data is multidimensional, collecting storiesquestions





Openness

Openness means, among other things, being open and sensitive to all that might

emerge throughout and outside of the artistic research process, including

questioning convention. Hereby, the researcher is an instrument in the process,

who takes care to continuously reflect on themselves and their (research)

practice.
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·       openness: based on scrupulousness, about the method of the research itselfo   openly paying attention to everything that might come upo   keeping a state of naivity and not-knowing and returning to this state over and over again (instead of a fixed mindset)o   this is what makes the research emergento   exploring things that are unknown, maybe unconventionalo   instrument is the researcher itself, so the research is also time for self-reflection





Transparency

Transparency means, among other things, documenting the research process

and its influences clearly. Hereby, the decisions and the reasoning behind them

are made explicit. The aim of being transparent is to improve the artistic research

practice by means of fostering exchange and promoting self-reflexivity.

Presentator
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·       transparency: how to be transparent and why to be transparento   how: documenting the steps and the decisions behind certain processeso   being open in describing them, these choices can be personal preferences but they should be sharedo   why: not to replicate but to reflect on own method and develop own research and make it easier for others to understand it (especially because there can be a lot of different areas of research)





Connectedness

Connectedness means, among other things, interacting and connecting with the

situation at hand, the materials, the stakeholders involved, and other disciplines.

This entails being open towards all emerging inputs and taking care in

translating these inputs. Thus, there is a responsibility to not operate (as if) in

isolation, but to engage with and pose societally relevant questions about the

changing world. These questions can result in disturbances, which are acceptable

if relevant.
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·       connectedness: grouping the pillars of independence and responsibility togethero   working together with the different stakeholders, which makes it so socially relevant and embedded à maintaining these connections throughout the researcho   because of that, responsibility towards these people, some disturbances but never disregarding those involved, engagement with the communityNow, we will move on the the second, more practical side of our recommendations, for which i will give the world to Brando.





Part I: The Adapted Pillars

Connectedness Trans parency Opennes s  Hones ty 

Presentator
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o   first: taking original 5 pillars of the VSNU and seeing why they do not fit Maastricht -style artistic researcho   conducting interviews and looking at documents of the researchers themselves because they are the experts à systematic, thematic analysis on an inductive basis (so anything could emerge) but to stay within some guidelines, taking the 5 pillars as broad concepts to see how the researchers understand themthese are the pillars that we came up with



Recommendation Part II: 
Promoting Research Integrity

ToolkitRes earch Integrity 
Training



Model of Behavioral Change
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+take out the small description and small thing in upper left corner



Recom. Part II.I: 
Training 



The Toolkit

Concept Map Online dis cus s ion 
forum

Ongoing 
dis cours e on 

ethics

Student-to-Student 
learningClear OverviewSelf-efficacy

Recommendation Part II.II: 



CONCLUSION
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This lead to us to our recommendationsas i mentioned, two parts: theory + implementationtheory makes the content of the practical toolsfirst, i will start with the theory
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1. The Problem.

2. Adapted Pillars:

Honesty, Openness, 
Transparency, 

Connectedness

4. Research Integrity

3. Training and 
Toolkit
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What we presented, how it can solve his problem



QUESTIONS?



Recommendations Details

Recommendation 1 Integrating an educational approach that focuses on translating ethical knowledge and intent 
into research behavior.

Recommendation 2
Organize an interactive 
research integrity training 
to guide participants 
through the stages of the 
TTM model by promoting 
the intrinsic motivation/self 
efficacy and sensemaking 
skills

Recommendation 2a: Session 1
Organize an interactive lecture to introduce the topic of research integrity and the revised 
version of the NRCCI for Maastricht style artistic research

Recommendation 2b: Session 2
Organize a workshop to enhance participants skills to apply the revised version of the 
NCCRI code to diverse, complex and complex real-world case studies

Recommendation 2c:Session 3
Organize a workshop to enhance participants understanding of the influence of cognitive 
biases and emotions in research.



Recommendations Details

Recommendation 2
Organize an interactive
research integrity training to
guide participants through
the stages of the TTM model
by promoting the intrinsic
motivation/self efficacy and
sensemaking skills

Recommendation 2d: Session 4
Organize a workshop to enhance participants skills to break down complex problems in a structured 
way and find their root causes

Recommendation 2e: Session 5
Provide students with an individual/group assignment in which they have to apply the skills and 
knowledge they have learned during the training to their own projects.

Recommendation 2f: Session 6
Organize a final discussion session to share experiences about the course and the individual 
assignment

Recommendation 3:
Provide students with an
everyday tool and online
discussion platform

Recommendation 3a:
Publish the proposed concept map on student portal with an overview of all adapted NRCCI 
principles to give students a clear overview on what to consider when conducting their own research 
projects. 

Recommendation 3b:
Create an online discussion forum so students can solve ethical dilemmas, ask questions and see 
how their fellow students conducted ethically sensitive research.
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